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	Practical 3D physics simulation experience with modern feature-rich graphics and physics APIs


	Overview

	
		Create your own physics simulations and understand the various design concepts of modern games
	
		Build a real-time complete game application, implementing 3D graphics and physics entirely from scratch
	
		Learn the fundamental and advanced concepts of game programming using step-by-step instructions and examples



	In Detail


	Physics simulation is an integral part of almost all game development projects as it is essential to the rules and feel of the game (gameplay) regardless of the project's scale. Bullet is a 3D Collision Detection and Rigid Body Dynamics Library for games, and special effects for film and animations. Bullet is integrated into many 3D modelers including Maya, Houdini, Cinema 4D, LightWave, and Blender. It is free for commercial use and open source under the permissive ZLib License.


	A comprehensive guide to start building games with the Bullet Physics library. Learn how modern physics engines work by implementing key features such as collision event systems, user input handling, and simulation of soft bodies. Then learn to control it all with forces, constraints, and robust object management. This book will reveal what's going on under the hood of two modern and feature-rich graphics and physics APIs; OpenGL and Bullet Physics.


	This book begins by teaching you to write your first OpenGL application, and then dives in to exploring the many features of the Bullet library in a straightforward manner. Each new feature expands upon the last, teaching you more about how physics is simulated in a video game, and how Bullet gives you the power to control every aspect of your simulation. You will learn how to render simple and complex shapes, apply some basic lighting, and construct a simple yet robust rendering system. From here, you will pull back the veil to see what's going on underneath Bullet Physics, and learn to implement key game logic features through this widely-used and extensive physics library. After you finish this book, you'll be armed with a wealth of knowledge to tackle the more advanced aspects of game graphics and physics going forward.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Develop game applications from scratch; create a window, render the scene, and interact with your game through mouse and keyboard input
	
		Write OpenGL code at a low-level; render objects and understand every line of code you write!
	
		Understand how to keep the graphical and physical components of the simulation isolated for ease of understanding and future changes
	
		Learn how to properly handle the rendering and physics processing of multiple objects
	
		Explore the technologies and concepts behind modern game physics simulation through a practical understanding of Bullet Physics and OpenGL
	
		Build crucial features that are essential to all games; collision events, user input, object control, and trigger volumes
	
		Implement advanced physics simulation features like soft body physics, constraints, and collision filtering
	
		Delve into a robust and modern physics engine game; and understand the challenges and solutions the developers of Bullet built into the library



	Approach


	A comprehensive set of straight-forward, easy-to-follow tutorials in OpenGL and Bullet Physics that will teach you how modern game physics and 3D graphics work.
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Applied Statistics and Probability for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This best-selling engineering statistics text provides a practical approach that is more oriented to engineering and the chemical and physical sciences than many similar texts. It is packed with unique problem sets that reflect realistic situations engineers will encounter in their working lives. This text shows how statistics, the...
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Apache JMeterPackt Publishing, 2008
JMeter is a powerful, easy-to-use, and FREE load-testing tool. Those are my first impressions of JMeter, a testing tool I've recently fallen in love with—not blindly. With this book, I share with you my experience with JMeter.

When I was first assigned to use JMeter to perform testing on a particular web application, I went all out...
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The IliadRicher Resources Publications, 2006
"Ian Johnston provides his readers with a clear and comprehensible translation of the Iliad that presents itself as a dynamic equivalent of the Greek original. Johnston captures the text with an eye to both accuracry and his modern readership." --- Dr. Andrew Porter, University of Missouri-Columbia

"Johnston's translation...
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The Art of Software ModelingAuerbach Publications, 2006
Using a multidisciplinary approach, The Art of Software Modeling covers model theory, practice, and presentation in detail. This book describes the driving need for model creation and demonstrates how to create system models. Presenting model examples of business workflows, requirements capture, and software architecture documentation, the text...
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Analysis of Piezoelectric DevicesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This is the most systematic, comprehensive and up-to-date book on the theoretical analysis of piezoelectric devices. It is a natural continuation of the author s two previous books: An Introduction to the Theory of Piezoelectricity (Springer, 2005) and The Mechanics of Piezoelectric Structures (World Scientific, 2006). Based on the linear,...
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Learning Structure and Schemas from Documents (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	It was not long ago that database systems were revolutionized through the birth of

	the relational concepts and theory, which are now materialized in most commercial

	database management systems. It was then thought that data should be structured

	in a rather simple way to support the day-to-day business operations. This

	has...
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